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Abstract
We give necessary and sucient conditions under which a symmetric measurable innitely
divisible process has sample paths in an Orlicz space L with a function  satisfying the 2
condition and, as an application, obtain necessary and sucient conditions for a symmetric
innitely divisible process to have a version with absolutely continuous paths. c© 1998 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS classi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1. Introduction
Consider a symmetric measurable innitely divisible process X = fX (t); t 2Tg on
a -nite measure space (T;T; m), given in the form
X (t)=
Z
S
f(t; s)M (ds); t 2T: (1.1)
Here (S;S) is a measurable space, and M a symmetric innitely divisible random
measure with control measure  and pointwise Levy measures f(; s); s2 Sg. That is,
 is a probability measure on (S;S), and f(; s); s2 Sg is a measurable family of
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Levy measures on (0;1), such that
fs2 S: ((0;1); s)= 0g=0:
If we let
G=

A2S:
Z
A
Z 1
0
(x2 ^ 1) (dx; s)

(ds)<1

;
then G is a -ring of S-sets, such that fM (A); A2Gg is a stochastic process with
the following properties. For every A2G, M (A) is a symmetric innitely divisible
random variable (without a Gaussian component). If A1; A2; : : : are pairwise disjoint
sets in G, then M (A1); M (A2); : : : are independent, and if, in addition,
S1
n=1 An 2G,
then M (
S1
n=1 An)=
P1
n=1 M (An) a.s. Finally, for every A2G the Levy measure A
of M (A) is given by
A(B)=
Z
A
(B; s) (ds): (1.2)
The function f(t; s); t 2T; s2 S in Eq. (1.1) is a (product) measurable deterministic
function such that for every t 2T
n(f(t; )) :=
Z
S
Z 1
0
(x2f(t; s)2 ^ 1)(dx; s)

(ds)<1: (1.3)
We refer the reader to Rajput and Rosinski (1989) for more details on innitely divis-
ible random measures and stochastic integrals with respect to those measures.
A function  :R+!R+ is called an M-function if it is continuous, nondecreasing,
 (x)= 0 if and only if x=0, and  (x)!1 and x!1. An M -function  is said to
satisfy the 2 condition if there is a C>0 such that
 (2x)6C (x); all x>0: (1.4)
Given an M -function  satisfying the 2 condition the collection of (classes of equiv-
alence of) measurable functions g on T such that
R
T  (jg(t)j)m(dt)<1 is, clearly, a
linear space, which we denote L = L (T; m). Our goal is to nd out whether or not
X 2L (T; m) with probability 1. In other words, under what conditions do we haveZ
T
 (jX (t)j)m(dt)<1 a.s.? (1.5)
We remark in passing that in many cases the event
R
T  (jX (t)j)m(dt)<1 must have
the probability 0 or 1. This is the case, for instance, when ((0;1); s)=1 on an
S-set of full measure. We refer the reader to Janssen (1984) and Rosinski (1990a)
for this and other 0{1 laws. The discussion in the present paper, however, does not
depend on the absence or presence of a 0{1 law.
We dene a metric in L (T; m) by
d(f; g)= inf

u>0:
Z
T
 (jf(t)− g(t)j=u)m(dt)6u

: (1.6)
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This metric makes L (T; m) a complete linear metric space (the so called generalized
Orlicz space). See Rao and Ren (1991). Another useful functional on L (T; m) is
dened by
kfk = inf

u>0:
Z
T
 (jf(t)j=u)m(dt)6

; (1.7)
where  is an arbitrary xed positive number. If the M -function  is convex, then kfk 
denes a norm on L (T; m) which is equivalent to the metric d, and L (T; m) becomes
a Banach space. In the general case (i.e. when  is not necessarily convex), fn!f in
the metric d if and only if
R
T  (jf(t)−fn(t)j)m(dt)! 0, and fn!f implies also that
kf−fnk ! 0, but the converse may be false. We nally remark that the generalized
Orlicz space L (T; m) is separable if the measure space (T;T; m) is. For the above and
other facts on Orlicz spaces the reader is once again referred to Rao and Ren (1991).
The functional kfk will be used repeatedly in this paper.
The question whether or not Eq. (1.5) holds falls, according to the above discussion,
into the general area of describing innitely divisible laws on functional vector spaces,
which amounts to describing the Levy measures on functional vector spaces. This is
often a dicult problem. Such a description is available only in a handful of cases.
It is easy to describe all innitely divisible laws on a Hilbert space, but apart from
that the available literature deals mostly with the relationship between possible Levy
measures on, say, a Banach space and the geometry of the space, expressed, typically,
through its type and cotype. See Linde (1986).
In this paper we completely solve the question under what conditions (1:5) holds.
That is, we completely solve the question when a measurable symmetric innitely
divisible process given in the form (1:1) belongs to a generalized Orlicz space L (T; m),
with  satisfying the 2 condition. If, for example, (T; r) is a separable metric space,
and T is the Borel -eld on that space, then the map t!X (t), from T to L0(
; P)
is separable because the process X is measurable (see Homann-Jrgensen, 1973 or
Section 9.4 of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994), and so by the results of Section V
of Rajput and Rosinski (1989) we conclude that every symmetric measurable innitely
divisible process has an integral representation (1:1). Therefore, our results completely
describe all symmetric measurable innitely divisible processes with sample paths in L .
When the process is symmetric -stable, the necessary and sucient conditions for
Eq. (1.5) have been established in Norvaisa and Samorodnitsky (1994). The present
paper extends their results to the general innitely divisible case. We use an idea
developed in the above paper. That is, we work with a series representation of the
process X , and apply the technique of random series in Orlicz spaces. A nice presen-
tation of this technique is in Kwapien and Woyczynski (1992). We present a somewhat
modied version of the results in Kwapien and Woyczynski (1992) that we need in
the next section, and this section also contains the necessary preliminaries on the se-
ries representation of innitely divisible processes. Section 3 contains the main result
and some immediate applications. Another application is given in Section 4, where
we treat certain Lp spaces, presenting, in particular, an alternative proof of results of
Yurinski (1974) and Gine et al. (1979) and describe the innitely divisible processes
with sample paths in Lp spaces with p>2. Finally, in Section 5 we give necessary
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and sucient conditions for a symmetric innitely divisible process to have a version
with absolutely continuous sample paths.
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a symmetric innitely divisible process given by Eq. (1.1). For s2 S and
u>0 dene
R(u; s)= inffx>0: ((x;1); s)6ug: (2.1)
Let fj; j>1g, fj; j>1g and f j; j>1g be three independent sequences of ran-
dom variables, such that the rst sequence is a sequence of i.i.d. Rademacher random
variables, the second one is a sequence of i.i.d. S-valued random variables with the
common law , and, nally, the third sequence is a sequence of arrival times of a time
homogeneous Poisson process on (0;1) with unit rate (that is,  j = e1 +   + ej, with
e1; e2; : : : being i.i.d. standard exponential random variables). Then the series
Y (t)=
1X
j=1
jR( j; j)f(t; j) (2.2)
converges a.s. for every t 2T and, moreover X d=Y in terms of equality of nite-
dimensional distributions, where Y = fY (t); t 2Tg. Such series expansions originate
with LePage (1980), and have been completely developed by Rosinski (1990b). Since
Y is a measurable version of X , we conclude that Eq. (1.5) is equivalent toZ
T
 (jY (t)j)m(dt)<1 a.s. (2.3)
and we can use Propositions 2.2 and 2.4 of Norvaisa and Samorodnitsky (1994) to
conclude that Eq. (1.5) is equivalent to f(; s)2L (T; m) for -almost every s2 S, and
the series
1X
j=1
jR( j; j)f(; j) converges a.s. in L (T; m): (2.4)
See also the argument on p. 1916 of Norvaisa and Samorodnitsky (1994).
We need, therefore, certain basic facts about convergent random series in Orlicz
spaces. The following result is a slightly modied version of Theorem 2.4.1 of Kwapien
and Woyczynski (1992). We will give only few details in the proof. Fix a c>0 and
dene for an f2L (T; m)
[f] =
f
kfk _ c :
Both in the theorem below and in the rest of the paper we will use the same notation
 to denote both the original M -function and its symmetric extension to the whole
of R.
Theorem 2.1. Let X1; X2; : : : be a sequence of independent symmetric L -valued ran-
dom variables; where  satises the 2 condition. Let  be an arbitrary xed number
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satisfying
2

0;
1
48C2

; (2.5)
where C is the constant from the 2 condition (1:4). For a t 2T dene
(t)= inf
(
>0:
1X
i=1
E((−1Xi(t))2^ 1)6
)
: (2.6)
(i) If the series
P1
j=1 Xj converges a.s. in L then for m-almost every t 2T the seriesP1
i=1 Xi(t) converges a.s., which is the same as (t)<1.
(ii) Assume that for every t 2T the series P1i=1 Xi(t) converges a.s. Then the seriesP1
i=1 Xi converges a.s. in L if and only if
1X
i=1
P(kXik >c)<1; (2.7)
Z
T
 ((t))m(dt)<1 (2.8)
and
1X
i=1
Z
T
E( ([Xi](t))1([Xi](t)>(t)))m(dt)<1: (2.9)
(iii) Under assumptions of part (ii), let f(t); t 2Tg be a measurable function such
that (t)6(t) for all t 2T . If Eq. (2.7) holds;Z
T
 ((t))m(dt)<1 (2.10)
and
1X
i=1
Z
T
E( ([Xi](t))1([Xi](t)>(t)))m(dt)<1; (2.11)
then the series
P1
i=1 Xi converges a.s. in L .
(iv) Let Y1; Y2; : : : be independent symmetric L -valued random variables. Assume that
there is a constant B>0 such that for almost every !2
 we have
jYj(t)j6BjXi(t)jm almost everywhere: (2.12)
If the series
P1
i=1 Xi converges a.s. in L ; then so does the series
P1
i=1 Yi.
Proof. (i) By splitting T into pieces, if necessary, we may assume that m(T )61.
Let
Pn
i=1 Xi ! Z in L . ThenZ
T
 
 
nX
i=1
Xi(t)− Z(t)
!
m(dt)! 0 as n !1 a.s. (2.13)
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For a xed >0, let
A(n) =
(
(!; t)2
T :  
 
nX
i=1
Xi(t)− Z(t)
!
>
)
:
Then A(n) is product measurable, and we claim that
(Pm)(A(n) )! 0 as n!1: (2.14)
Indeed, suppose, to the contrary, that there is a >0 and a sequence (nk ; k>1)
such that (Pm)(A(nk ) )> for all k. Then for each k>1 there is an 
k 
 with
P(
k)>=(2− ), such that for every !2
k
m(t: (!; t)2A(nk ) )>

2
: (2.15)
But then for every !2
kZ
T
 
 
nkX
i=1
Xi(t)− Z(t)
!
m(dt)>

2
:
Therefore, for every k>1
P
 Z
T
 
 
nkX
i=1
Xi(t)− Z(t)
!
m(dt)>

2

!
>

2−  ;
contradicting Eq. (2.13).
That is, Eq. (2.14) holds, and so
 
 
nX
i=1
Xi()− Z()
!
! 0 as n!1 in measure Pm: (2.16)
Therefore, there is a sequence (nk ; k>1) such that
 
 
nkX
i=1
Xi(t)− Z(t)
!
! 0 as k!1 Pm-a.e. (2.17)
Then, there is a set T+T with m(Tc+)=0 such that for every t 2T+
 
 
nkX
i=1
Xi(t)− Z(t)
!
! 0 as k!1 a.s.;
which is the same as
nkX
i=1
Xi(t)! Z(t) a.s.; (2.18)
and we may assume, without loss of generality, that jZ(t)j<1 a.s. Observe, that
Eq. (2.18) implies, in particular, that the sequence (
Pnk
i=1 Xi; k>1) is tight. But then,
by symmetry, for every nk<n6nk+1 we have
P
 
nX
i=1
Xi(t)
>
!
64P
 
nk+1X
i=1
Xi(t)
>
!
; (2.19)
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and so the sequence (
Pn
i=1 Xi; n>1) is tight as well. By the Ito{Nisio theorem, then
nX
i=1
Xi(t)! Z(t) a.s
as n!1.
Part (ii) is, basically, Theorem 2.4.1 of Kwapien and Woyczynski (1992). Both its
suciency part and part (iii) of the present theorem will follow once we prove thatZ
T
E 
 1X
i=1
[Xi](t)
!
m(dt)<1: (2.20)
We have by Proposition 2.1 of Kwapien and Woyczynski (1987) with a=2C2 ((t)):
E 
 1X
i=1
[Xi](t)
!
6
CE supi>1  ([Xi](t)) + 8C
2 ((t))
1=3− 4C2P( (P1i=1[Xi](t))> ((t))) : (2.21)
Now, by the contraction principle we have
P
 
 
 1X
i=1
[Xi](t)
!
> ((t))
!
62P
 
1X
i=1
Xi(t)
>(t)
!
62P
 
1X
i=1
Xi(t)1(jXi(t)j6(t))
>(t)
!
+ 2
1X
i=1
P(jXi(t)j>(t))
6
2E[
P1
i=1 Xi(t)1(jXi(t)j6(t))]2
2(t)
+ 2
1X
i=1
P(jXi(t)j>(t))
62
1X
i=1
E
 
Xi(t)
(t)
2
^ 1
!
626
C2
24
: (2.22)
Now,
E sup
i>1
 ([Xi](t))6 ((t)) + E sup
i>1
 ([Xi](t)1(j[Xi](t)j>(t))): (2.23)
Therefore, Eq. (2.20) follows from Eqs. (2.21){(2.23).
For part (iv), replacing Xi by BXi for every i>1, we may assume that B=1. With
the obvious meaning for X (t) and Y (t), we have by the part (ii) of the theorem
1X
i=1
P(kXik >c)<1; (2.24)
Z
T
 (X (t))m(dt)<1 (2.25)
and
1X
i=1
Z
T
E( ([Xi](t))1([Xi](t)>X (t)))m(dt)< 1: (2.26)
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Now, it follows from Eq. (2.12) that for all i>1
kYik 6kXik a.s.; (2.27)
and, therefore, Eq. (2.7) for Yi’s follows from Eq. (2.24). Furthermore, it follows from
Eq. (2.12) that for all t in a subset of T of a full measure,
Y (t)6X (t): (2.28)
Now our claim follows by applying to Yi’s part (iii) of the theorem with (t)= X (t);
t 2T .
The above ideas are applied to innitely divisible processes in the next section.
3. Processes with sample paths in Orlicz spaces
The following theorem gives a complete answer to the question when a symmetric
innitely divisible process has almost all sample paths in L (T; m).
Theorem 3.1. (i) Let fX (t); t 2Tg be a measurable symmetric innitely divisible
process given by Eq. (1.1). Then the process has a version with all sample paths in
L (T; m) if and only if f(; s)2L (T; m) for -almost every s2 S; and the following
conditions hold: for some (equivalently, all) c>0 and 0>0,Z
S


c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1; (3.1)
Z
T
 ((t))m(dt)<1; (3.2)
where
(t)= inff>0: n(f(t; )=)60g (3.3)
(see Eq. (1.3)) andZ
T
 Z
S
 Z c=kf(; s)k 
c(t)=jf(t; s)j
 (f(t; s))(d; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)<1; (3.4)
where the inner integral in Eq. (3.4) is set to be zero, if its lower limit of integration
exceeds the upper limit.
(ii) Let ~(t); t 2T be a measurable function satisfying (t)6 ~(t); t 2T . If f(; s)2
L (T; m) for -almost every s2 S, Eq. (3.1) holds,Z
T
 ( ~(t))m(dt)<1; (3.5)
and Z
T
 Z
S
 Z c=kf(; s)k 
c ~(t)=jf(t; s)j
 (f(t; s))(d; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)<1; (3.6)
then almost all sample paths of X are in L .
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(iii) Let Y = fY (t); t 2Tg be a symmetric measurable innitely divisible process
given in the form
Y (t)=
Z
S
g(t; s)M (ds); t 2T; (3.7)
where g(t; s); t 2T; s2 S is a product measurable function such that for some B>0,
g(t; s)6Bf(t; s); t 2T; s2 S:
If almost all sample paths of X are in L ; then so are almost all sample paths of Y .
(iv) Let Z = fZ(t); t 2Tg be a symmetric measurable innitely divisible process
given in the form
Z(t)=
Z
S
f(t; s)M1(ds); t 2T; (3.8)
where M1 a symmetric innitely divisible random measure with the same control
measure  as M in Eq. (1.1); and pointwise Levy measures f1(; s); s2 Sg such
that the corresponding function R1(u; s) satises the following. For some B>0; all
u>u0>0 and all s2 S,
R1(u; s)6BR(u=B; s): (3.9)
If almost all sample paths of X are in L ; then so are almost all sample paths of Z .
Proof. (i) As we know from the discussion in the previous section, the requirement
that f(; s)2L (T; m) for -almost every s2 S is necessary if almost all sample paths
of X are to be in the Orlicz space, and when this is the case, the theorem can be
reformulated as saying that Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) are necessary and sucient for
Eq. (2.4).
Necessity: We start with the following statement: if series (2:4) converges a.s. in
L , then the series
1X
i=1
iR(2 ~ i; i)f(; i) (3.10)
converges a.s. in L , where ( ~ i; i>1) is a sequence independent of 1; 2; : : : and
1; 2; : : : and such that ~ 1; ~ 2; : : : are independent and for every i>1, ~ i
d= i.
Indeed, we may assume that ( i; i>1) and ( ~ i; i>1) are independent and live on
a probability space (
1;F1; P1), while (i; i>1) and (i; i>1) live on a probability
space (
2;F2; P2). Let

(1)+ =
(
!1 2
1: the series
1X
i=1
iR( i; i)f(; i) converges P2-a.s. in L ;
 i<
3
2
i eventually, and ~ i>
3
4
i eventually

:
Then P1(

(1)
+ )= 1, and for every !1 2
1+ series (2:4) converges P2-a.s. in L .
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We now apply part (iv) of Theorem 2.1 to conclude that series (3:10) converges
P2-a.s in L for every !1 2
1+, and by Fubini’s theorem, series (3:10) converges a.s.
Now, series (3:10) is a series of independent symmetric L -valued random variables,
and so we may apply part (ii) of Theorem 2.1 with
Xi= iR(2 ~ i; i)f(; i); i>1: (3.11)
Since Eq. (2.7) must hold, we have
1>
1X
i=1
P(kXik >c)
=
1X
i=1
P

R(2 ~ i; i)>
c
kf(; i)k 

=
1X
i=1
P

~ i<
1
2


c
kf(; i)k ;1

; i

=
Z
S
 1X
i=1
P

~ i<
1
2


c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s
!
(ds)
=
1
2
Z
S
 Z ((c=kf(; s)k ;1); s)
0
 1X
i=1
e−x
xi−1
(i − 1)!
!
dx
!
(ds)
=
1
2
Z
S


c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds): (3.12)
This proves Eq. (3.1).
Furthermore, for every t 2T we have, as above,
1X
i=1
E[(−1Xi(t))2 ^ 1]
=
1X
i=1
E[(−2R(2 ~ i; i)2f(t; i)2)^ 1]
=
1
2
Z
S
Z 1
0
[(−2R(x; s)2f(t; s)2)^ 1] dx(ds)
=
1
2
Z
S
"
f(t; s)2
2
Z 1
((=jf(t; s)j;1); s)
R(x; s)2 dx + 


jf(t; s)j ;1

; s
#
(ds):
(3.13)
Now, for every a>0 we haveZ 1
((a;1); s)
R(x; s)2 dx=
Z 1
0
Lebfx: x>((a;1); s); R(x; s)>u1=2gdu
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=
Z 1
0
Lebfx: x>((a;1); s); ((u1=2;1); s)>xgdu
=
Z a2
0
([u1=2; a); s)du=
Z a
0
x2(dx; s): (3.14)
Therefore,
1X
i=1
E[(−1Xi(t))2 ^ 1]
=
1
2
Z
S
"
f(t; s)2
2
Z =jf(t; s)j
0
x2(dx; s) + 


jf(t; s)j ;1

; s
#
(ds)
= n(f(t; )=)=2: (3.15)
Suppose rst that 0< 196C
2, with C being the constant from the 2 condition (1:4).
Let =20. Then  satises Eq. (2.5). If (t) is dened by Eq. (2.6), then we have
(t)= (t), and so Eq. (3.2) follows from Eq. (2.9). Since condition (3:2) does not
become stricter as 0 increases, this proves Eq. (3.2) for all 0>0.
Finally, we prove Eq. (3.4). We start, once again, with the case 0< 196C
2. Since,
with =20, we have (t)= (t), we conclude that
1>
Z
T
m(dt)
1X
i=1
E( ([Xi](t))1(j[Xi](t)j>(t)))
= 2
Z
T
m(dt)
Z
S
(ds)
Z 1
0
 ([R(x; s)f(; s)](t))1(j[R(x; s)f(; s)](t)j>(t))
>2
Z
T
m(dt)
Z
S
(ds)
Z 1
((c=kf(; s)k ;1); s)
 (R(x; s)f(t; s)=c)
1(jR(x; s)f(t; s)=cj>(t)) dx: (3.16)
We have for a xed t 2T and s2 S with =R(x; s)Z 1
((c=kf(; s)k ;1); s)
 (R(x; s)f(t; s)=c)1(jR(x; s)f(t; s)=cj>(t)) dx
=
Z c=kf(; s)k 
0
 (f(t; s)=c)1(jf(t; s)j=c>(t))(d; s)
=
Z c=kf(; s)k 
c(t)=jf(t; s)j
 (f(t; s)=c)(d; s); (3.17)
where the last integral is set to be equal to 0 if
(t)
jf(t; s)j>
1
kf(; s)k :
Substituting Eq. (3.17) into Eq. (3.16) and using the 2 condition, we obtain Eq. (3.4).
Suppose now that 0> 196C
2, and take an arbitrary positive 00< 196C
2. Let 1(t)
be dened as in Eq. (3.3) but with 00 replacing 0. Since we have already proved
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that Z
T
 Z
S
 Z c=kf(; s)k 
c1(t)=jf(t; s)j
 (f(t; s))(d; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)<1; (3.18)
it remains to prove that the dierence of the expressions in the left-hand sides of
Eqs. (3.4) and (3.18) is nite. However, this dierence does not exceed
Z
T
 Z
S
 Z c1(t)=jf(t; s)j
c(t)=jf(t; s)j
 (f(t; s))(d; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)
6
Z
T
 
 (1(t))
Z
S
 Z 1
c(t)=jf(t; s)j
(d; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)
60

1_ 1
c2
Z
T
 (1(t))m(dt)<1
by the already proven Eq. (3.2). This completes the proof of Eq. (3.4) in all cases,
and so nishes the proof of the necessity part of the theorem.
Suciency: As the rst step, we will prove the suciency part of the theorem under
the assumption that 061=24C2.
In the same way as above, we use part (iv) of Theorem 2.1 to conclude that series
(2:4) converges a.s. in L if the series
1X
i=1
iR

1
2
~ i; i

f(; i) (3.19)
converges a.s. in L . Therefore, it is enough to prove that Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4)
imply a.s. convergence of series (3:19). We apply part (ii) of Theorem 2.1 with
Xi= iR

1
2
~ i; i

f(; i); i=1; 2; : : : : (3.20)
Moreover, we use = 0=2.
Repeating the arguments in Eq. (3.12), we conclude that
1X
i=1
P
(kXik >c =2
Z
S


c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1
by Eq. (3.1). Therefore, Eq. (2.7) holds.
Similarly to what we have checked above, in Theorem 2.1 we have (t)= (t).
Therefore, Eq. (2.8) follows from Eq. (3.2).
It remains to prove Eq. (2.9). We have, as in Eq. (3.16),Z
T
m(dt)
1X
i=1
E( ([Xi](t))1(j[Xi](t)j>(t)))
=
1
2
Z
T
m(dt)
Z
S
(ds)
Z 1
0
 ([R(x; s)f(; s)](t))1(j[R(x; s)f(; s)](t)j>(t)) dx:
(3.21)
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We divide the interval (0;1) into two parts: (0; h(s)) and [h(s);1), where
h(s)= 

c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

: (3.22)
Hence, the innermost integral in Eq. (3.21) is the sum of the integrals over these
intervals. Therefore, we obtain the right-hand side of Eq. (3.21) as a sum of two
integrals: 12 I1 +
1
2 I2.
By Eqs. (3.16) and (3:17) we have
I2 =
Z
T
m(dt)
Z
S
(ds)
Z c=kf(; s)k 
c(t)=jf(t; s)
 (f(t; s)=c)(d; s)<1
by Eq. (3.4) and the 2 condition.
Finally,
I1 =
Z
T
m(dt)
Z
S
(ds)
Z ((c=kf(; s)k ;1); s)
0
 

f(t; s)
kf(; s)k 

1
 jf(t; s)j
kf(; s)k >(t)

dx
6
Z
S
(ds)

c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s
Z
T
 
 jf(t; s)j
kf(; s)k 

m(dt)
6 
Z
S


c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1
by Eq. (3.1). This checks all the conditions of part (ii) of Theorem 2.1, and so proves
that series (3:19) converges a.s. in L . Therefore, we have proved the suciency part
of the theorem in the case when 06 124C
2.
Let now 0 be general. Let K be a positive integer big enough so that 00= 0=K6
1
24C
2. Consider a symmetric innitely divisible stochastic process dened by
X (t)=
Z
S
f(t; s)M1(ds); t 2T; (3.23)
with M1 being a symmetric innitely divisible random measure with the same control
measure  as M in Eq. (1.1), and pointwise Levy measures f1(; s)= (; s)=K; s2 Sg.
If n1 is the function in Eq. (1.3) applied to fX1(t); t 2Tg, we immediately see that
n1(t)= n(t)=K; t 2T . It is obvious that the process fX1(t); t 2Tg satises conditions
(3:1), (3:2) and (3:4) with 00 instead of 0. Since 006 124C
2, we conclude by the
already taken rst step that with probability 1 the sample path of fX1(t); t 2Tg is in
L . However,
fX (t); t 2Tg d=fX 11 (t) +   + XK1 (t); t 2Tg;
where fX i1(t); t 2Tg; i=1; : : : ; K are i.i.d. copies of fX1(t); t 2Tg. Since L is a linear
space, and P(fX1(t); t 2Tg2L )= 1, we conclude that P(fX (t); t 2Tg2L )= 1.
This completes the proof of part (i) of the theorem in all cases.
(ii) This part follows from part (iii) of Theorem 2.1 in the same way as the su-
ciency part of part (i) of this theorem followed from part (ii) of Theorem 2.1.
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(iii) Suppose that almost all sample paths of X are in L . In the notation of the
proof of the necessity part in (i) above, it follows that for P1-almost every !1 2
1,
series (2.4) converges P2-a.s. in L . We now use part (iv) of Theorem 2.1 to conclude
that for the same xed !1 2
1, the series
1X
j=1
jR( j; j)g(; j)
converges P2-a.s. in L . By Fubini’s theorem this series converges a.s. in L , and so
almost all sample paths of Y are in L .
(iv) Dene a symmetric innitely divisible process by
W (t)=
Z
S
f(t; s)M2(ds); t 2T; (3.24)
where M2 is a symmetric innitely divisible random measure with the same control
measure  as M in Eq. (1.1), and pointwise Levy measures fB(; s); s2 Sg. The
process fW (t); t 2Tg is the Bth convolution power of fX (t); t 2Tg, and since L is
a linear space, we conclude that almost all sample paths of fW (t); t 2Tg are in L .
Now, compare the series expansions corresponding to fZ(t); t 2Tg and fW (t); t 2Tg
in the same way as in the proof of part (iii), and use part (iv) of Theorem 2.1.
A few remarks are in order. Suppose, for a moment, that the function  is convex,
and let
H (c)=
Z
S


c
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)
be the expression in the left hand side of Eq. (3.1). By Theorem 3.1 kXk<1 a.s.
if conditions (3:1){(3:4) hold. If min(H (c); 1); c>0 is the tail of a subexponential
distribution, then it actually follows from Rosinski and Samorodnitsky (1993) that
P(kXk>c)H (c)
as c!1.
Further, parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.1 can be regarded as comparison principles,
and more of those can be thought of. In part (iv), if the pointwise Levy measures are,
actually, independent of s (i.e. if (; s)= () and 1(; s)= 1() for some xed Levy
measures  and 1), then we can reformulate Eq. (3.9) as follows. For some B>0,
1((x;1))6B((x=B;1)) (3.25)
for all 0<x6x0. As an example, consider the symmetric stable case. That is, take
(dx)= ax−(1+) dx, and 1(dx)= a1x−(1+1) dx, with 0<1<<2, and a; a1>0. Then
Eq. (3.25) holds trivially, and we immediately obtain the following corollary. In its
formulation we understand the expression control measure in the way that is conven-
tional in the literature on stable processes (and which is dierent from the one used
in the present paper). See Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) for details.
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We mention that comparison principles of such a type have been studied earlier (see,
for example, Marcus, 1987, Lemmas 7.1 and 7.3 and Rosinski, 1984, Theorem 4.5).
Corollary 3.1. Let 0<2<1<2 and
Xi(t)=
Z
S
f(t; s)Mi(ds); t 2T;
i=1; 2, where Mi is a symmetric i-stable random measure, with a nite control
measure , and f(t; s); s2 S; t 2T is a product measurable function such that for
every t 2T , f(t; )2Li() for both i=1 and i=2. Let  be an M -function satisfying
the 2 condition. If almost all sample paths of fX1(t); t 2Tg are in L , then so are
almost all sample paths of fX2(t); t 2Tg.
Conditions in part (i) of Theorem 3.1 simplify in particular cases. As an example,
we consider the Levy motions.
Example 3.1. Levy motions. These are the simplest innitely divisible processes { those
with stationary and independent increments. Let fX (t); 06t61g be a symmetric Levy
process with Levy measure . That is,
EeiX (t) = exp

−t
Z 1
0
(1− cos x) (dx)

; 06t61:
Let m be a -nite Borel measure on [0; 1]. Dene
Q(u)=supfs>0: m((s; 1]))>ug; u>0; (3.26)
n()=
Z 1
0

x2
2
^ 1

(dx); >0 (3.27)
and
G(u)= inff>0: n()6ug; u>0: (3.28)
Let  be an M -function satisfying the 2 condition. Then fX (t); 06t61g has al-
most all sample paths in L if and only if m((; 1])<1 for all >0, and for some
(equivalently, all) 0>0, we haveZ 1
0
Q


 (z)

(dz)<1; (3.29)
Z 1
0
 (G(0=t))m(dt)<1 (3.30)
and Z 1
0
 (z)
 Z (0=n(z))^1
Q(= (z))
(t − Q(= (z)))m(dt)
!
(dz)<1; (3.31)
where the inner integral in Eq. (3.31) is taken to be equal to 0 if its lower limit exceeds
its upper limit. Note that we are, in fact, studying only the behavior of the Levy motion
at the origin, for the process has sample paths that are bounded on compact intervals.
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To show the necessity and suciency of conditions (3:29){(3:31), observe that the
Levy process fX (t); t>0g can be represented in the form (1:1) with S = [0; 1], 
the Lebesgue measure on [0; 1], (; s)= () for all s2 [0; 1], and f(t; s)= 1(s<t); s;
t 2 [0; 1]. We, therefore, only need to verify that the above conditions are equiva-
lent to those of part (ii) of Theorem 3.1. We start with observing that to say that
f(; s)2L (T; m) for -almost every s2 S is, in this case, equivalent to saying that
m((; 1])<1 for all >0. Furthermore, let   (w)= supfr>0:  (r)6wg. Then for
every s2 [0; 1],
kf(; s)k = inf

>0:
Z 1
0
 

1(t>s)


m(dt)6

= inf

>0:  

1


m((s; 1])6

=
1
  ( m((s;1]) )
: (3.32)
Therefore, condition (3:1) (with c=1) becomes
1>
Z 1
0


  


m((s; 1])

;1

ds
=
Z 1
0
Leb

0<s<1:   


m((s; 1])

<z

(dz)
=
Z 1
0
Leb

0<s<1:  (z)>

m((s; 1])

(dz)
=
Z 1
0
Leb

0<s<1: s<Q


 (z)

(dz)=
Z 1
0
Q


 (z)

(dz):
Therefore, in this case Eq. (3.1) is equivalent to Eq. (3.29). Furthermore, it is elemen-
tary to see that in our case
(t)=G

0
t

:
Therefore, Eq. (3.2) is equivalent, in the present case, to Eq. (3.30). Finally, we con-
sider condition (3:4) (once again, with c=1). We haveZ 1
0
 Z 1
0
 Z 1kf(; s)k 
(t)=jf(t; s)
 (zf(t; s))(dz)
!
ds
!
m(dt)
=
Z 1
0
 Z t
0
 Z   (=m((s;1]))
G(0=t)
 (z)(dz)
!
ds
!
m(dt)
=
Z 1
0
 (z)
 Z 1
0
 Z 1
0
1(s<t; G(0=t)6z;   (=m((s; 1]))>z) ds
!
m(dt)
!
(dz)
=
Z 1
0
 (z)
 Z (0=n(z))^1
0
 Z 1
0
1(s<t; s>Q(= (z))) ds
!
m(dt)
!
(dz)
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=
Z 1
0
 (z)
 Z (0=n(z))^1
Q(= (z))
(t − Q(= (z)))m(dt)
!
(dz);
and so in this case Eq. (3.4) is equivalent to Eq. (3.31).
There exists literature on the behavior of Levy motions of certain kind at the origin,
mostly in the sense of studying the behavior of
lim
t!0
X (t)
h(t)
or lim
t!0
X (t)
h(t)
for appropriately regular functions h. See, for the example, Fristedt (1974) or Bertoin
(1996) and references therein. Example 3.1 complements these results by describing a
dierent, integral, way of looking at the behavior of Levy motions at the origin.
Some other cases where the necessary and sucient conditions of Theorem 3.1
simplify are presented in the next section.
4. Lp spaces
Results of Yurinski (1974) and Gine et al. (1979) describe the Levy measures on a
space Lp(T; m) with p>2 as follows. A -nite measure  on Lp(T; m) with (f0g)= 0
is a Levy measure if and only if
Z
Lp
min(1; kxkp) (dx)<1 (4.1)
and
Z
T
"Z
kxk61
x(t)2(dx)
#p=2
<1: (4.2)
Here, we derive this result from our general theorem and consider the following
question. Let (T;T; m) be an arbitrary -nite measure space. Under what conditions
does a measurable symmetric innitely divisible process X given by Eq. (1.1) belong
to Lp= Lp(T; m) with p>2? Observe that the Levy measure of X (on RT) is given
by
=F V−1; (4.3)
where F is a measure on S R given by F(ds; dx)= (dx; s)(ds), and V : S R!RT
is given by V (s; x)= fxf(t; s); t 2Tg. If f(; s)2Lp for -almost every s2 S, then
 in Eq. (4.3) is a -nite measure on Lp, and we will show that the necessary
and sucient conditions for X to have almost all sample paths in Lp are Eqs. (4.1)
and (4.2).
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Theorem 4.1. The process X has almost all sample paths in Lp(T; m); p>2 if and
only if f(; s)2Lp(T; m) for -almost every s2 S, and for  given by Eq. (4.3) the
conditions (4:1) and (4:2) hold.
Proof. Obviously, Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent to the following conditions:
Z
S
(kf(; s)kp
Z 1=1=pkf(; s)k
0
xp (dx; s)) (ds)<1; (4.4)
Z
S


1
1=pkf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1 (4.5)
and
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z 1=1=pkf(; s)k
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)<1: (4.6)
Consequently, the only thing we need to do is to check that (3:1), (3:2) and (3:4) are
equivalent, when  (x)= xp with p>2 to Eqs. (4.4){(4.6). Note that in the latter 3
conditions the norm k  k is the one given by Eq. (1.7) (it diers by a constant factor
from the usual Lp norm).
Suppose rst that (3:1), (3:2) and (3:4) hold. Conditions (4:1), (4:2) and (4:4) are,
obviously, independent of , and so we may assume that =1. Clearly, Eq. (4.5) is
just Eq. (3.1) (with c=1). Furthermore,
Z
S
 
kf(; s)kp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
0
xp (dx; s)
!
(ds)
6
Z
S
 Z
T
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j
xp (dx; s)
!
m(dt)
!
(ds)
+
Z
S
 Z
T
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
xp (dx; s)
!
m(dt)
!
(ds):
Taking into account (3:4) with c=1 we see that Eq. (4.4) will follow once we establish
that Z
S
 Z
T
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
xp (dx; s)
!
m(dt)
!
(ds)<1: (4.7)
Observe that, since p>2,
n(f(t; )=)>
Z
S
Z 1
0

xjf(t; s)j

^ 1
p
(dx; s)

(ds)
>
Z
S
 
jf(t; s)jp
p
Z =jf(t; s)j
0
xp (dx; s)
!
(ds):
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Therefore, for every t 2T ,
0= n(f(t; )=(t))>
Z
S
 
jf(t; s)jp
(t)p
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
xp (dx; s)
!
(ds);
so that
(t)p>
1
0
Z
S
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
xp (dx; s)
!
(ds) (4.8)
and we have by Eq. (3.2)
1>
Z
T
(t)p m(dt)
>
1
0
Z
S
 Z
T
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
xp (dx; s)
!
m(dt)
!
(ds);
thus proving Eq. (4.7). To prove Eq. (4.6) write
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z 1=kf(; s)k
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)
62p=2
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)
+ 2p=2
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)21

1
kf(; s)k>
(t)
jf(t; s)j


Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt): (4.9)
Now, observe that for every t 2T ,
0= n(f(t; )=(t))>
Z
S
 
1

1
kf(; s)k>
(t)
jf(t; s)j


Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j

x2f(t; s)2
(t)2
^ 1

(dx; s)
!
(ds)
=
Z
S
1

1
kf(; s)k>
(t)
jf(t; s)j



(t)
jf(t; s)j ;
1
kf(; s)k

; s

(ds):
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Therefore, by Holder’s inequality, for every t 2T ,
Z
S
 
f(t; s)21

1
kf(; s)k>
(t)
jf(t; s)j
Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
6(0)1−2=p
"Z
S
 
jf(t; s)jp1

1
kf(; s)k>
(t)
jf(t; s)j


Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j
xp(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#2=p
;
implying that
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)21

1
kf(; s)k>
(t)
jf(t; s)j
Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)
6(0)p=2−1
Z
T
 Z
S
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)
xp(dx; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)<1
(4.10)
by Eq. (3.4). Additionally, observe that the same argument as in Eq. (4.8) shows that
for every t 2T ,
(t)2>
1
0
Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
x2 (dx; s)
!
(ds); (4.11)
which implies that
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z (t)=jf(t; s)j
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)
60
Z
T
(t)p m(dt)<1 (4.12)
by Eq. (3.2). Now, Eq. (4.6) follows from Eqs. (4.9), (4.10) and (4.12).
Suppose now that Eqs. (4.4){(4.6) hold. Then Eq. (3.1) with c=1 is, once again,
just Eq. (4.5). Observe further that if
a=
Z
S


1
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds);
then by Holder’s inequality we have for every t 2T ,Z
S
f(t; s)2kf(; s)k−2

1
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)
p=2
6ap=2−1
Z
S
jf(t; s)jpkf(; s)k−p

1
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds):
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Therefore, for every M>1 we have
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z M=kf(; s)k
1=kf(; s)k
x2 (dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)
6Mp
Z
T
Z
S
f(t; s)2kf(; s)k−2

1
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)
p=2
m(dt)
6Mpap=2−1
Z
S


1
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1;
implying by Eq. (4.6) that for every M>0 we have
Z
T
"Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z M=kf(; s)k
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds)
#p=2
m(dt)<1: (4.13)
Now, use Eq. (4.5) to choose an M>0 big enough so thatZ
S


M
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)6
0
2
:
We have then with an M as above,
0= n(f(t; )=(t))6
Z
S
 Z M=kf(; s)k
0
x2f(t; s)2
(t)2
(dx; s)
!
(ds)
+
Z
S


M
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)
6
1
(t)2
Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z M=kf(; s)k
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds) +
0
2
:
Therefore,
(t)26
2
0
Z
S
 
f(t; s)2
Z M=kf(;s)k
0
x2(dx; s)
!
(ds): (4.14)
Now, Eq. (3.2) follows from Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14). Finally,
Z
S
 Z
T
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)j
xp (dx; s)
!
m(dt)
!
(ds)
6
Z
S
 Z
T
 
jf(t; s)jp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
0
xp (dx; s)
!
m(dt)
!
(ds)
=
Z
S
 
kf(; s)kp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
0
xp (dx; s)
!
(ds)<1
by Eq. (4.4). This checks Eq. (3.4), and so completes the proof of the theorem.
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If the left and the right tails of the pointwise Levy measures  in Eq. (1.1) are
balanced in a particular way, only two of the conditions in part (i) of Theorem 3.1 is
necessary.
Proposition 4.1. Let p>0, and assume that there is a B>0 such that either
B
Z a
0
xp (dx; s)6ap((a;1); s) (4.15)
for all s2 S and a>0 or
B
Z 1
a
xp (dx; s)6ap((a;1); s) (4.16)
for all s2 S and a>0. Then the process X has almost all sample paths in Lp(T; m);
p>2 if and only if f(; s)2Lp(T; m) for -almost every s2 S, and for some (equiv-
alently, all) c>0 and 0>0, (3:1) and (3:2) hold.
Remark. The assumptions of Proposition 4.1 hold, for example, in the -stable case,
 6=p.
Proof. We only need to show that Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) imply Eq. (3.4). Suppose rst
that Eq. (4.15) holds. Then we have
Z
T
 Z
S
 Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)
xpjf(t; s)jp(dx; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)
6
Z
S
 
kf(; s)kp
Z 1=kf(; s)k
0
xp (dx; s)
!
(ds)
6B−1
Z
S


1
kf(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1
by Eq. (3.1) with c=1. This checks Eq. (3.4) with c=1.
Suppose, on the other hand, that Eq. (4.16) holds. Then we have
Z
T
 Z
S
 Z 1=kf(; s)k
(t)=jf(t; s)
xpjf(t; s)jp(dx; s)
!
(ds)
!
m(dt)
6B−1
Z
T

(t)p
Z
S


(t)
jf(t; s)j ;1

; s

(ds)

m(dt)
6B−1
Z
T
(t)pn(f(t; )=(t))m(dt)6B−10
Z
T
(t)p m(dt)<1
by Eq. (3.2). This checks Eq. (3.4) with c=1 in this case.
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5. Absolutely continuous innitely divisible processes
Suppose that T = [a; b] for some −1<a<b<1. For a p>1 we denote by
ACp[a; b] the space of all absolutely continuous functions  on [a; b] for which the
derivative _2Lp[a; b]. In this section we give necessary and sucient conditions for
an innitely divisible process X given by Eq. (1.1) to have a version with all sample
paths in ACp[a; b]. The corresponding result in the symmetric -stable case was proven
by Rosinski (1986). See also Section 11.7 of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994), which
also contains extra details on the argument that follows.
Theorem 5.1. A symmetric innitely divisible process given by Eq. (1.1) has a version
with all sample paths in ACp[a; b] if and only if there is a function h : [a; b] S!R,
such that
fs2 S: h(t; s) 6=f(t; s)g=0 for every t 2 [a; b] (5.1)
and
h(t; s)= h(a; s) +
Z t
a
_h(u; s) du; (5.2)
where _h : [a; b] S!R is a (product) measurable function such that _h(; s)2Lp[a; b]
for every s2 S, and satisfying for some (equivalently, all) c>0 and 0>0,Z
S


c
k _h(; s)k ;1

; s

(ds)<1; (5.3)
Z b
a
_(t)p dt<1; (5.4)
where
_(t)= inff>0: n( _h(t; )=)60g (5.5)
and Z b
a
 Z
S
 
j _h(t; s)jp
Z c=k _h(; s)k
c _(t)=j _h(t; s)
xp(dx; s)
!
(ds)
!
dt<1: (5.6)
Proof. The idea is to use the necessary and sucient conditions of part (i) of Theo-
rem 3.1 with  (x)= xp. We follow the lines of Theorem 11.7.4 of Samorodnitsky and
Taqqu (1994). Assume rst that fX (t); a6t6bg has a version with all sample paths
in ACp[a; b]. In particular, this version has continuous sample paths, and so there is
a function h : [a; b] S!R, such that h(; s) is continuous for all s2 S, and Eq. (5.1)
holds. Then the process
Z(t)=
1X
j=1
jR( j; j)h(t; j) (5.7)
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also has a version with all sample paths in ACp[a; b]. Replacing j by −j for each
j>2 in Eq. (5.7) and adding to Eq. (5.7), we conclude by Proposition 11.7.3 of
Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) that for -almost every s2 S,
h(; s)2ACp[a; b]: (5.8)
Redening h to be equal to 0 for every s in the exceptional null set in Eq. (5.8) and
every t, and noting that Eq. (5.1) still holds for the new h, we may and will assume
that Eq. (5.8) holds for every s2 S.
Let fY (t); a6t6bg be a version of fX (t); t 2Tg with continuous sample paths. We
use once again Proposition 11.7.3 of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1994) to conclude that,
on an event of full probability, the function fY (; !); a6t6bg is in ACp[a; b] and,
moreover,
Y (t; !)=Y (a; !) +
Z t
a
D(u; !) du; a6t6b; (5.9)
where fD(t); a6t6bg is a symmetric innitely divisible process given by
D(t)=
Z
S
_h(t; s)M (ds); a6t6b (5.10)
and _h(; s) is the derivative of h(; s) in the sense of absolute continuity. In particular,
h(; s) is absolutely continuous. Now, the required properties of _h follow by applying
Theorem 3.1 with  (x)= xp to the process fD(t); a6t6bg in Eq. (5.10).
In the opposite direction, we dene fD(t); a6t6bg by Eq. (5.10). Then by
Theorem 3.1 almost all sample paths of fD(t); a6t6bg are in Lp[a; b], and the
process f ~X (t); a6t6bg dened by
~X (t; !)=
Z
S
h(a; s)M (ds; !) +
Z t
a
D(u; !) du; a6t6b
if fD(t; !); a6t6bg is in Lp[a; b], and ~X (t)= 0, all t, otherwise, is the required
version of fX (t); a6t6bg with all sample paths in ACp[a; b].
Of course, any simplication to Lp[a; b] of the conditions in Theorem 3.1 (e.g. the
cases discussed in the previous section) will lead to a corresponding simplication in
the conditions of Theorem 5.1.
Example 5.1. Ornstein{Uhlenbeck processes. Let
X (t)=
Z 1
−1
e−jt−sjM (ds); −1<t<1; (5.11)
where >0, the control measure  of the innitely divisible random measure M is
equivalent to the Lebesgue measure, and (dx; s)= g(s)−1(dx), where (ds)= g(s) ds.
We will call this process a (two-sided) Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process with respect to the
innitely divisible random measure M . The process is well dened if and only ifZ 1
1
log x (dx)<1 (5.12)
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(see Eq. (1.3). In this case it is a stationary mixing process. Letting h(t; s)= e−jt−sj;
a6t6b; −1<s<1, we see immediately that for every s2 (−1;1) the function
h(; s) is in ACp[a; b] with
_h(t; s)=  sign(t − s)e−jt−sj; a6t6b; −1<s<1:
Therefore, we have
k _h(; s)k=
8>><
>>:
1−1=pp−1=p(e−p(a−s) − e−p(b−s))1=p if s<a;
1−1=pp−1=p(2− e−p(s−a) − e−p(b−s))1=p if a<s<b;
1−1=pp−1=p(ep(b−s) − ep(a−s))1=p if s>b
and for every a6t6b we have
_(t)= = inff>0: ()60g;
with
()= 
Z 1
0

x2
2
^ 1

(dx) + 2
Z 1

log
x

(dx)

;
and the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are easily checked. Therefore, a two-sided Ornstein{
Uhlenbeck process with respect to any innitely divisible random measure with respect
to which it is well dened is in ACp[a; b] for all p>1.
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